The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

The Violations are based on reports provided by field workers and/or news sources.

The text is not quoted directly from the sources but is edited for clarity.

The daily report does not necessarily reflect ARIJ’s opinion.
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Violations of the Israeli occupation Army

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained two young Palestinian men at a military roadblock near Jenin, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The IOA stopped and searched many Palestinian cars at Barta’a military roadblock, southwest of Jenin, and interrogated several Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. The IOA also detained two young men, identified as Kamal Ahmad Lahlouh and Amer Nashat Mer’ey, before moving them to a nearby military base. (IMEMC 27 June 2020)

- Israeli war jets and tanks fired several missiles, and shells, into Palestinian areas in the besieged and impoverished Gaza Strip, causing damage. The army fired at least one missile into a Palestinian agricultural land east of Deir al-Balah in central Gaza; the attack did not lead to casualties but caused property damage. The army fired at least two artillery shells into farmland near the Shuhada Graveyard, east of Gaza city, causing damage and fire. Furthermore, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) also fired at least two missiles targeting sites, in Khan Younis, in the southern part of the coastal region, causing fire and serious damage not only to the targeted sites, but also to surrounding homes and property. The army also fired three missiles targeting two sites in central Gaza, and in Beit Lahia, in the northern part of the Gaza Strip, causing serious damage. (IMEMC 27 June 2020)

- In the northern West Bank village of Hares, east of Salfit, The Israeli occupation Army (IOA) denied Palestinians access to village lands to hold the Friday prayer, land chosen by the Israeli military, for confiscation. The IOA set up roadblocks leading to Hares, preventing activists from participating in the prayer. Palestinian civilians and activists, instead held the prayer near the Israeli military checkpoint, at the entrance to the village. (IMEMC 27 June 2020)

- In the southern West Bank city of Hebron, Palestinians confronted Israeli soldiers at the point between the Israeli-occupied section of the city and that of the Palestinian-controlled section. Dozens of Palestinians suffered the toxic effects of tear-gas inhalation, after Israeli occupation Army (IOA)
took over rooftops and fired tear-gas canisters at protestors. Palestinian youths gathered to protest Israel’s impending annexation, while occupation forces stormed the center of Hebron, firing rubber-coated steel rounds, and concussion grenades in addition to tear-gas canisters towards protestors. (IMEMC 27 June 2020)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained a Palestinian at Qalandia checkpoint, north of Jerusalem after they suspected he had a knife even though this version of the story could be immediately verified. The IOA manning the checkpoint closed it immediately leaving a long line of cars waiting to move between Jerusalem and Ramallah. (WAFA 27 June 2020)

**Israeli Settler Violence**

- A Palestinian young man suffered injuries when Israeli settlers attacked the car he was driving on a road in southern Nablus in the occupied West Bank. The settlers hurled rocks at the car of 28-year-old Mohamed Abdul-Hafeedh, smashing its windows and causing extensive damage to it. The victim suffered multiple injuries in the settlers’ attack, which happened near the junction of Duma village in southern Nablus. (PALINFO 27 June 2020)

- Israeli settlers set on fire to a Palestinian-owned farm land, in Burin village, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus. Several armed Israeli settler, from the illegal Israeli settlement of Giv’at Ronaie, broke into the nearby Palestinian-owned farm land, east of Burin village. Right after they invaded the farm land, they set fire to hundreds of fruitful olive trees among other crops. After the attack, the settlers fled the area, back to their illegal settlement. (IMEMC 27 June 2020)